22 May 2021

Shoalhaven Photographic Club Inc.
Blah Blah Newsletter
Assessment Night: “an egg”

Your 2020-2021
Committee

This will only be a very short newsletter as I was not there on
the night, being away in Melbourne for the birth of a grandson.
We left in something of a hurry as the little fella was brought
into the world sooner than expected. Everything turned out
well and he has gone ahead in leaps and bounds

President:
Dan Crowley

I did miss the egg digital assessment but I was lucky enough to
get a good look at all the images entered, courtesy of Dan
uploading the powerpoint presentation to the club’s Dropbox

Mobile: M 0457 813 508
dan.crowley@bigpond.com

Honestly, I was seriously impressed by the ingenuity with which
everybody applied themselves to the task. Daunting at rst but
some wonderful results. Well done everybody.

Vice President:
Sam Anderson

I would also say the club was lucky to have Dom Barrington
judge the subject. Dom’s comments were constructive, detailed
and very informative and it must have taken him some time to
put together a detailed critique for each and every image.

Mobile:

Secretary:
Bruce Williams

Therein lies the advantage of digital assessments - a judge, if he
is willing to use it, is a orded the luxury of time to make an
unhurried assessment and, if necessary, to edit his comments
before they are published so that they convey exactly what he
or she intended - something a “live” judge cannot do so easily

Mobile: 0401 065 053
willigofasta@gmail.com

Treasurer:

In my opinion, Dome provided us with some of the best
judging we have had. Even the POTM drew some sage
criticism

Philomena Kaarma

Committee:
Robin Pitcher (Webmaster
Matt Kaarma
Barbara Reed
Sue Williamson
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Keep backing up
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Photograph of the month was awarded to…(drum roll)… Pauline Kitto. I hear Pauline was VERY
excited at having nailed her rst POTM! My sincere congratulations Pauline and might I say I think
you have been a bit unlucky in the past.

Photo of the Mont
Strong and Sturdy by Pauline Kitt
Pauline’s description is as follows: The photo was taken on Denis’s Snowy trip last year. It was a bridge
over the Snowy River at Dalgety. Shutter speed 1/160sec, aperture f/6.3 and ISO 100. I did some
adjustments in Gimp: contrast, shadows and sharpening
Here again are Dom’s comments on Pauline’s image: “Wow what an awesome example of framing, and
guiding the eye like a laser beam. I feel like I am looking at an image of in nite mirrors, and keep getting
drawn into the image. The repetition of the framing in the image is genius, and I feel that I can see the
rail tracks on top of the bridge, even though my brain knows they aren’t there. After that glowing here
comes the but – maybe have a look at dodging some of the darker shadows to bring out a little more detail
in them, they feel heavy at the top of the frame and you may end up creating an even more powerful
image.
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May 26th “Workshop”: Social Dinner at the
Silver Spoon Thai Restaurant
Great food and good company with like minded fellow members. What more is there to say. I do
recommend the duck dish with the whole star anise pods. Enjoy

May 14th Assessment: “Your Favourite
Thing “ (Print not digital)
This could be a free kick for anyone with a beautiful image of something that never seems to t neatly
into the usual set subject categories. The title includes the word “thing”, so it has to be a tangible
object of some sort, not say a person or a landscape or an activity. It would also be hard to argue that a
building or a bridge could really be your favourite thing and there is a suitable set subject for these
“things” later in the year. Not saying you cannot, but cats, dogs and other pets also get a pretty good
run every year and it would be nice to see something di erent like family heirlooms for example. Once
again I am sorry I will probably not be there for this one but I’m looking forward to seeing the POTM
and People’s Choice selections. Good luck to all

Extra Curricular Activities
Australian Life Photography Prize
Our roving reporter has been keeping an eye on the press and come up with this one. The Australian
Life Photography Prize. Check it out by clicking on the link. I did and I noticed that there’s $$$$$
ten grand up for grabs and entry is FREEEEE but you’ll need to hurry as entries close this coming
Tuesday

https://www.artandabout.com.au/australian-life-photography-competition/?
utm_source=whatson&utm_medium=display&utm_content=mrec&utm_campaign=auslife
2

How about SUPER-SIZING your images
Not sure whether dan Might have addressed this little gem in the last workshop, but here it is again in
case it wasn’t or you missed it. You’ve heard me banging on about tiny sensors in phone cameras and
how hard it is to enlarge into a decent sized print. Well, it seems I won’t be able to say that any more.
Photoshop has delved deeper into the realms of Arti cial Intelligence (according to the advertising)
and they have recently released an update (March 2021) that uses AI to super-size images without
compromising quality.
Don’t believe me, check it out here on Jimmy McIntyre’s really interesting and informative
ShutterEvolve website. Either watch a You Tube video how to or read the step by step instructions. I
have a very dear photo of Sue in the Faroe Islands that is cropped too small to make an impressive wall
sized print but I put it through the super-size algorithm and now it’s huge and with no readily visible
loss in quality
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https://www.shutterevolve.com/supersize-using-super-resolution-in-photoshop/

The power of monochrome
Just as I was about to send this another email came from my sleuth with this link
https://www.bbc.com/news/in-pictures-57162597
Sebastian Salgado is one of my favourite photographers and I was lucky enough to see a couple of his
exhibitions overseas. Please chi it out
Anyway, I said this would be short. It’s all baby and new mother support down here at the moment,
although I did escape to a Home Brew conference last weekend as part of Melbourne’s Good Beer
Week. My next brew’s will be all the better for it
Cheers, until next time…
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